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Author's response to reviews:

Athens, May 24, 2006

To: Editor
BMC Gastroenterology

RE: Manuscript "Colorectal cancer screening awareness among physicians in Greece"

Dear Editor

We are delighted to hear that our manuscript is in principle accepted and we addressed the remaining suggestions in a revised version of the manuscript. In more details:

Reviewer: Marion R Nadel

Minor Essential Revisions

1. Done - Page 3, Paragraph 3
2. This is exactly what we mean and we rephrased the sentence as follows: "a high rate of non-responders is anyhow common in this kind of cross-sectional survey" Discussion section-Page 9
3. "Colonoscopy" was removed form the footnote
4. All footnotes were checked up and corrected as indicated

Discretionary Revisions

We included the suggested remark at the Background section -Paragraph 2